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Conclusion. We clinically observed COVID-19 infection lasting longer than the 
typical course and propose a definition for CAC. Incidence of CAC was highest among 
patients who received BCDT within 30 days before or 2 weeks after COVID-19 diag-
nosis. High suspicion for CAC is warranted among patients receiving these therapies. 
Additional study is needed to better define risk for CAC among varying immunosup-
pressed populations and determine whether COVID-specific treatments early in dis-
ease may benefit these patients. 
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Background. COVID-19 continues to threaten public health, particularly in 
Native American (NA) communities, which experienced some of the highest rates of 
COVID-19 infection and mortality in the US. Although the risk factors and clinical 
characteristics of COVID-19 are well documented in the general population, there has 
been little research on NA patients.

Methods. We present descriptive data based on chart reviews of COVID-19 
patients hospitalized between April 1 and July 31, 2020 at the Whiteriver Service Unit 
(WRSU), an Indian Health Service site on the Fort Apache Reservation.

Results. Of the 2,262 COVID-19 cases during the observation period, 490 
(22%) were hospitalized and 35 (1.6%) died within 28 days. Compared to previous 
reports, hospitalized patients at WRSU were younger (median age 54), more likely 
to be female (55% female), and more likely to have comorbidities (92% at least 1, 
median 2). Patients under 50 (n=200) often had a history of alcohol abuse (51%) or 
polysubstance abuse (20%). One third of hospitalized patients (34%) were moni-
tored at home and referred for treatment through a high-risk outreach program. 
Patients were admitted much earlier at WRSU than in other locations, with a me-
dian interval of 4 days from symptom onset to hospitalization compared to 7 days 
reported elsewhere, but over half were still transferred to higher care. Although 
WRSU patients had higher rates of comorbidities, the 28-day hospital mortality 
rate from COVID-19 was nearly half of what has been previously reported (35/490, 
7% vs 15-20% reported elsewhere, p < 0.001). This trend persisted after controlling 

for age. Multivariate logistic regression showed that increasing age, male sex, and 
high BMI were significantly associated with higher risk of death from COVID-19 
(overall model p < 0.001).

Characteristics and outcomes of hospitalized COVID-19 patients at WRSU

Conclusion. Hospitalized patients at WRSU tended to be younger but with more 
comorbidities than previous studies. This may reflect the fact that NAs tend to acquire 
comorbidities at younger ages than the general population. This may also reflect the 
high rates of substance abuse in younger patients, which could be an additional risk 
factor for severe COVID-19. We believe that the low mortality rates at WRSU are a 
result of our outreach program, which likely decreased the interval between symptom 
onset and medical treatment.
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Background. Long-term care facilities (LTCFs) are at high risk for severe COVID-
19 outbreaks due to their congregate nature and vulnerable population. Oregon Health 
Authority (OHA) deployed point-of-care antigen (Ag) tests to promptly identify 
COVID-19 cases in LTCFs. However, their performance in identifying vaccine break-
through cases has not been evaluated.

Methods. During 2/25/21–5/25/21, OHA supported testing of residents and 
staff for two outbreaks at a single LTCF. Paired nasal swabs were collected and tested 
for SARS-CoV-2 by CDC Influenza SARS-CoV-2 Multiplex PCR Assay (molecular 
test) and Abbott BinaxNOW COVID-19 Ag Card (Ag test) twice weekly during the 
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outbreaks. Participants were considered fully vaccinated if ≥ 14 days had passed since 
completion of a vaccine series; all others were deemed unvaccinated. A vaccine break-
through case was defined as a positive Ag or molecular test from a fully vaccinated 
person’s specimen. Performance characteristics of the Ag test were assessed, with mo-
lecular test as the reference standard. Cycle threshold (Ct) values were compared by 
one-sided independent t-tests.

Results. 94 unvaccinated residents and staff provided 563 paired samples; SARS-
CoV-2 was detected in 21 (12 by Ag and molecular test, 6 by molecular test only, 3 by 
Ag test only), yielding Ag test sensitivity of 66.7% (95% CI: 43.8–83.7%) and specificity 
of 99.4% (95% CI: 98.4–99.8%). Mean Ct values were higher for specimens positive 
by PCR but negative by Ag than those positive by both (30.0 vs. 20.7, P < .01). 81 
vaccinated persons provided 925 paired samples; SARS-CoV-2 was detected in 5 (1 
by Ag and molecular test, 4 by molecular test only), yielding Ag test sensitivity of 20% 
(95% CI: 3.6–62.5%) and specificity of 100% (95% CI: 99.6–100%). Mean Ct values 
for specimens from vaccinated cases were higher than those from unvaccinated cases 
(30.2 vs. 23.8, P < .05). The lone Ag-positive breakthrough case had a Ct of 20; all 
others had Ct > 29.

Conclusion. Ag test performance and reduced sensitivity on specimens with high 
Ct values found in this population are consistent with published data. Molecular test-
ing maximizes identification of vaccine breakthrough cases. More studies are needed 
to estimate the proportion of breakthrough cases missed by Ag testing and their risk of 
transmitting the virus in LTCFs.
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Background. COVID 19 infection represents a global threat and now a frequent 
cause of hospitalization in pediatrics. COVID 19, as well as Influenza virus could have 
a severe course. There are few studies, and no local or regional information comparing 
severe disease between COVID 19 and Influenza virus in children.

Methods. Confirmed COVID 19 between March 2020 to October 2021 and influ-
enza infections from Jan-2017 to dec-2019 were included. Asymptomatic or ambula-
tory COVID 19 infections were excluded. The main objective was to compare clinical, 
laboratory and outcome characteristic of PICU admitted patients. 

Results. 71 patients were included, 32(45,1%) with COVID 19 and 39 
(54,9%) influenza virus. COVID 19 patients were older than influenza patients: 
67 (20,5-143) vs. 10 (2- 46)  p=0.0002. The majority of influenza patients were 
younger than two years, with different distributions in COVID 19 patients. 
Figure 1. Respiratory distress was more frequent in influenza (92,3% vs. 62,5%) 
p=0.002, but exanthema (28,1% vs 2,6%), shock (68,7% vs. 7,7%) and central ner-
vous system manifestations (40,6% vs. 7,7%) were significantly more common 
in COVID19 than in Influenza respectively. COVID 19 had lower platelets and 
lymphocyte counts than inlfuenza. There were no differences in treatment, nor 
deceased either, but Influenza patients had slightly longer hospital stays 12 (7 – 
23) vs. 9.5 (6–15.5) p=0.1592 than COVID 19 (Table 1). 

Table 1.  Comparison of demographic and clinical characteristics of COVID 19 vs. 
Influenza patients.

Conclusion. COVID 19 and influenza severe infections can have some differ-
ences including age of presentation. Inlfuenza main manifestation requiring UCIP 
is respiratory distress, while COVID19 can have other presentations including shock 
and central nervous manifestation. Lower lymphocyte counts as well as lower platelets 
were significantly more common in COVID 19 patients. Although there are no unique 
characteristics of each infection, some particularities could guide clinician to the eti-
ology of the infection. 
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